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[1] The role of the M component mode of charge transfer to ground in lightning
discharges in initiating sprites and sprite halos is examined. M components (surges
superimposed on lightning continuing currents) serve to enhance the electric field at
high altitudes and, as a result, may increase the probability of sprite (halo) initiation. It
appears that occurrence of an M component shifts electric field maximum from the axis
of the vertical lightning channel and therefore increases the likelihood of initiation of
sprites displaced from the channel axis. Since M components follow return strokes after
a time interval of a few milliseconds or more, they may be primary producers of so-called
delayed sprites.
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1. Introduction

[2] Lightning M components are transient perturbations
in the relatively steady continuing current that follows the
return stroke pulse and in the associated channel luminosity
[Rakov and Uman, 2003]. Best documented and studied M
components are associated with negative lightning dis-
charges, in which they serve to transport negative electric
charge from cloud to ground. However, positive lightning
discharges (that are apparently major sprite producers) also
exhibit transient variations in their currents, which are
probably manifestations of M component mode of positive
charge transfer to ground. It is important to note that
positive flashes are usually composed of a single stroke
followed by a relatively high-magnitude continuing current.
Our knowledge of physical properties and statistics of
positive lightning is still much poorer than that of negative
lightning. However, available data suggest that M compo-
nents are likely to be common in positive lightning
(M. Saba, personal communication, 2006) and that the M
component peak current in positive lightning can be much
higher (in the tens of kiloamperes range) than the typical
values (up to a few kiloamperes) observed in negative
lightning [Rakov and Uman, 2003]. Indeed, the 20-kA or
so pulse at about 3 ms in Figure 1 (top) of Rakov [2003] that
shows directly measured current in a positive lightning
discharge is probably an M component. Further, Rakov
[2003, Figure 2b] suggested that millisecond-scale positive
current waveforms, whose peaks are in the tens to hundreds
of kiloamperes range, observed by K. Berger are likely to be
a result of M component mode of charge transfer to ground.

[3] It has been suggested [Rakov et al., 2001] that M
components in positive lightning may play a role in the
initiation of delayed sprites that occur tens of millisecond
after the return stroke [e.g., Cummer et al., 1998; Reising et
al., 1999]. In this paper, we will provide support to this
claim calculating the electric field from the M component at
high altitudes above the cloud. Some researchers suggested
that delayed sprites might be produced by steady currents in
intracloud discharges following return strokes [Bell et al.,
1998] or by ‘‘unusually intense continuing currents’’ mov-
ing charges of several hundred coulombs to the ground after
the return stroke [Cummer and Füllekrug, 2001]. In the
latter study, the implication appears to be that the continuing
current plays a primary role in sprite production, and that
there is no need to invoke M components in order to explain
delayed sprites. However, M components apparently always
accompany continuing currents [e.g., Fisher et al., 1993;
Campos et al., 2007; M. Saba, personal communication,
2006], so that it is difficult to distinguish between the effects
of these two lightning processes in interpreting sprite
observations. Additionally, we will show that M compo-
nents can play a significant role in the generation of other
transient luminous phenomena in the middle atmosphere,
such as sprite halos. We developed a simple procedure that
allowed analytical estimation of the electrostatic, induction
and radiation electric field perturbations in free space. Using
this procedure, we examined the importance of relative
contributions from the individual field components to the
total electric field of lightning flash during its continuing
current stage and the spatial distribution of the total electric
field. In order to take into account effects of the conducting
atmosphere, we performed numerical field calculations
using the night atmosphere conductivity profile.

2. Model

[4] We use here a two-wave model of the M component
proposed by Rakov et al. [1995]. M component is modeled
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initially as an incident, downward propagating wave and,
after the arrival of this wave at ground, as the superposition
of the incident wave and a reflected, upward propagating
wave. The validity of this model was tested using measure-
ments of the channel base current and associated electric

and magnetic fields in the vicinity of the triggered-lightning
channel [Rakov et al., 1995, 2001].
[5] We compute the electric field of the lightning M

component at mesospheric altitudes. The ground surface is
assumed to be a perfect conductor, and lightning channel
is assumed to be straight and vertical. The electric field is
created by current I and charge Q of the M component, as
well as by its image current I and image charge �Q. Since
the reflection coefficients are equal to +1 and �1 for the
current and for the charge density waves, respectively, the
electric field produced by an M component above perfectly
conducting ground is equivalent to the field generated by
two waves of current and charge density traveling at the
same velocity in opposite directions between heights�h and
h [Rakov et al., 1995]. The waves are characterized by the
same current and by charge densities of the same magnitude
but of the opposite polarity.
[6] If the current density is represented by the traveling

wave

j ¼ d xð Þd yð ÞI t � z

v

� �
;

the volume charge density can be derived from the charge
conservation principle:

r ¼ d xð Þd yð Þ
I t � z

v

� �
v

:

Here v is the wave propagation velocity, and d(x) and d(y)
are delta functions. The z axis is directed upward along the
lightning channel. For a pair of waves moving vertically in
opposite directions one can obtain

j ¼ �z0d xð Þd yð ÞIz z; tð Þ

¼ �z0d xð Þd yð Þ � I t þ z� h

v

� �
þ I t � zþ h

v

� �� �
ð1Þ

r ¼ d xð Þd yð Þ 1
v

I t þ z� h

v

� �
� I t � zþ h

v

� �� �
: ð2Þ

[7] Using expressions (1) and (2), vector and scalar
potentials of the electromagnetic field can be written in
the form

A ¼ z0Az ¼ �z0
1

4pe0c2

Zh

�h

I t � R
c
þ z0�h

v

� 	
þ I t � R

c
� z0þh

v

� 	
R

dz0

ð3Þ

8 ¼ 1

4pe0v

Zh

�h

I t � R
c
þ z0�h

v

� 	
� I t � R

c
� z0þh

v

� 	
R

dz0; ð4Þ

where R = jr � r0j. Equations (3) and (4) can be simplified
for distances r 	 h (in the following, we assume that
h
 10 km) using the approximationR = jr� r0j � r� z0 cos J,
where J is the angle between the z axis and vector r. Taking
into account inequality z0 cos J c / � z0/v and assuming that

Figure 1. Time dependence of dimensionless functions
characterizing current dynamics: (a) F(t), (b) D(t), and
(c) Deff(t).
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the current varies weakly during the time interval z0 cos J / c,
we can rewrite equation (3) for the vector potential as

Az ¼
1

4pe0c2r

Zh

�h

Iz z
0; t0ð Þdz0:

[8] Using the charge conservation principle, the last
expression can be presented in the form

Az ¼
_dz

4pe0c2r
; ð5Þ

where dz is the vertical component of the dipole moment
d = z0dz, evaluated at time t 0 = t � r/c, and _dz is the first
derivative of dz with respect to time.

[9] Applying the Lorentz condition, one can express the
scalar potential as 8 = �div(d/r)/4pe0 and the electric field
as follows:

E ¼ 1

4pe0

3 d � rð Þr
r5

� d

r3
þ
3 _d � r
� 	

r

cr4
�

_d
cr2

þ 1

c2r
�d r

r

h i
 r

r

h i( )
;

ð6Þ

where div is the divergence operator and �d is the second-
order derivative of d with respect to time. The first two
terms in equation (6) correspond to the electrostatic field,
the last term describes the radiation field (electromagnetic
pulse), and the two intermediate terms the induction field.
Equation (6) is convenient for qualitative estimates of the
relative importance of individual field component when the
relation _d � d/t is satisfied with sufficient accuracy. It is
clear, in particular, that for long times, t	 r/c (for r = 83 km,
for example, r/c = 276 ms), the electrostatic field
dominates. On the other hand, for t � r/c the radiation
field dominates, unless the angle between vectors d and r
is small. In the latter case, the radiation field vanishes, so
that the induction field gives the principal contribution to
the total field. Lu [2006], who computed electric fields due
to return strokes at a height of 90 km, found that the
induction field component dominates within a radius of
about 11 km (depending on the return stroke speed) of the
vertical lightning channel.
[10] Note that the radiation field in equation (6) can be

reduced to a simple expression for arbitrary two-wave
current density distribution described by equation (1).
Indeed, for the second-order derivative of the dipole mo-
ment we have

�dz ¼ �2v I tð Þ � I t � 2h

v

� �� �
: ð7Þ

[11] If the current wave traverses distance 2h in time t,
exceeding the pulse front duration, the maximum value of
the second-order derivative is given by j�dzjmax = 2vImax,
where Imax is the maximum current of the M component
wave.
[12] We will approximate the electric current of the M

component as

I 0; tð Þ ¼ I0F tð Þ ¼
I0

t

t1

� �2

exp �
t

t2

� �

1þ
t

t1

� �2 ; t > 0

0; t 
 0

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

; ð8Þ

where t1 is of the order of 100 ms and t2 of the order of
1 ms. The function F(t) for t > 0, t1 = 70 ms and t2 = 0.5 ms
is plotted in Figure 1a. For any given reflection coefficient
for current, one can easily find the electric current
distribution at an arbitrary time. As an example, current
distributions along the lighting channel at t = 0.2, 0.3 and
0.5 ms are shown in Figure 2. It is clear that the total current
represents the sum of incident and reflected current waves.
[13] When calculating the dipole moment, one should

take into account the charges at the points located at ±h as

Figure 2. M component current distributions along the
channel at different times: (a) t = 0.2 ms, (b) t = 0.3 ms, and
(c) t = 0.5 ms.
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well as the charge distributed along the lightning channel,
according to equation (2). The point charge at +h is equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign to the total charge of the
wave originating from this point. The point charge at �h is
found in a similar manner. First, consider the wave propa-
gating from �h to +h. Then the charge density distribution
in the channel as a function of time can be written as rc =
�I0 F(t � z/v)/v, so that the time dependence of the dipole
moment for one wave has the form d(t) = dz (t) = I0 D(t),
where current I0 is expressed in A (amperes), the dipole
moment d(t) in C�m, and function D(t) for 2h = 10 km, t1 =
70 ms and t2 = 0.5 ms is plotted in Figure 1b.
[14] Introducing the effective dipole moment, deff = d +
_d � r/c, for one wave of the M component, we can rewrite
equation (6) in the form

E ¼ 1

4pe0

3 deff � r
� 	

r

r5
� deff

r3
þ 1

c2r
d r

r

h i
 r

r

h i� �
; ð9Þ

where

deff tð Þ ¼ deff z tð Þ ¼ I0Deff tð Þ: ð10Þ

[15] Function Deff (t) for 2h = 10 km, t1 = 70 ms, t2 =
0.5 ms is plotted in Figure 1c. Note that the effective dipole
moment deff (t) grows faster in time compared to the actual
dipole moment d(t), especially at early times. This is caused
by the fact that the terms containing the derivative of the
dipole moment make the main contribution to the electric
field, given by equation (6), at early times. Estimates show
that the contribution of the first two terms in equation (9)
grows quickly in the time period that is several times less
than the M component duration, and then slowly flattens.
The last term in equation (9) does not contribute to the field
directly above the channel. At late times it vanishes as well.
Thus, for late times and small angles with respect to the z
axis, the electric field follows the change in the effective
dipole moment.

3. M Component Electric Field in Free Space

[16] Field perturbation due to an M component can be
estimated using equations (6)–(10) for particular parameters
of the current. As an example, we consider a lightning
stroke with continuing current lasting 15 ms assuming that
the continuing current magnitude is constant and equal to
8 kA. In the absence of M component this current transfers a
total charge of 120 C, so that for 2h = 10 km the dipole
moment equals 1.2  106 C�m. The peak current of M
component is usually several times greater than that of the
continuing current. An M component peak current of 18 kA,
for instance, corresponds to I0 = 30 kA in equation (8).
Then, according to equation (10) and Figure 1 (t1 = 70 ms,
t2 = 0.5 ms), the total effective dipole moment of M
component is 2.5  105 C�m. Its risetime to peak value is
0.4 ms.
[17] It is clear that the M component accelerates the field

growth during the continuing current stage. Because the
effective ionization rate is a rapidly varying function of the
electric field magnitude [Pasko et al., 1997; Mareev et al.,

2006], even a small increase in the field is capable of
influencing strongly the ionization process, which leads to
an increase in the breakdown probability.
[18] Let us explore the dependence of the electric field on

angle J between the z axis and the radius vector r. Let P be
the total dipole moment of the charge distribution during the
continuing current stage at the instance of the maximum M
component current. For the calculation of the total field we
can use equation (9) with deff replaced with P. The square of
the electric field magnitude can then be written in the form

E2 ¼ 1

4pe0ð Þ2
P2

r6
1þ 3 cos2 J
� 	

þ
�d2 sin2 J
c4r2

þ 2P�d sin2 J
c2r4

( )
:

ð11Þ

[19] We have taken into account that vectors P and d̈ are
collinear. To search for the maximum of the field as a
function of altitude, we examine E2 as a function of z and
x = cos2J. It turns out that the field distribution is determined
mainly by single dimensionless parameter a = z2�d

Pc2
>0. When a

is small, the maximum of the total electric field occurs on
the axis of the system (J = 0). We are interested in the case
when the electric field has a local maximum at angle J > 0.
According to equation (11), this is possible if function
f (x) = 12x3 + 3x2 (1 � 2a) + a2 + 2xa(2 � a) has a root
in the interval x 2 [0, 1]. It is easy to show that such a
root exists when a > 3. Taking, as the first approxima-
tion, P � 2hIt (that is, assuming that the total moment is
dominated by the charge transferred by continuing cur-
rent), where I is the steady current during the continuing
current stage, t is the time from the beginning of this
stage to the moment when �d reaches its maximum, one
can write this condition in the form

v

c

z2

hct
I

Imax

> 3: ð12Þ

[20] If condition (12) is satisfied, the local maximum of
electric field during the M component is attained at some
angle J measured with respect to the z axis. The parameter
determining an absolute maximum can be found numeri-
cally. To study the behavior of the root of function f (x) for
a > 3, we assume: x = 1 � d, d � 1; a = 3 + e , e � 1,
and after simple algebra derive that d2 = 8e/21, which gives
x = 1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8e=21

p
. Expressing J in terms of e, we find: J =

(8e /21)1/4. Therefore angle J increases quickly at small e.
For example, when e = 0.1, J = 0.44 = 25�. For large values
of parameter a we keep the terms proportional to a2 and
find x = 0.5, or J = 45�. This means that the angle stops
increasing at large values of a. Angle J as a function of a is
plotted in Figure 3. It is clear from Figure 3 that the
maximum field values of the angle lie primarily between
30� and 45�. Radial distributions of the electric field squared
(normalized by the magnitude of the dipole field) at a height
of 75 km for different values of parameter a are presented
in Figure 4. It follows from Figure 4 that the occurrence of
M component leads to the radial expansion of the region
occupied by high field during the continuing current stage.
Interestingly, recent measurements of transient luminous
effects in the middle atmosphere give evidence of rather

..
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frequent occurrence of diffuse luminous regions at altitudes
75–85 km with a horizontal extent of 60–70 km, that are
referred to as sprite halos [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001;
Wescott et al., 2001; Bering et al., 2004]. Results of our
analysis suggest that halo excitation may be related to the
electric field of the continuing current that is enhanced by
an M component. Further, the electric field generated by an
M component should lead to expansion of the luminous
region radially because of a rather fast change of the dipole
moment.
[21] It was also found [e.g.,Wescott et al., 2001; Füllekrug

et al., 2001] that sprite structures may occur as far as some
tens of kilometers horizontally away from the parent cloud-
to-ground flash position, while the point of maximum
brightness for sprite halos tends to be centered above the
parent lightning discharge. It appears that the electrical
breakdown associated with sprites may require a random
ionizing (triggering) event. We speculate that, regardless of
the nature of this event, the electromagnetic pulse produced
by an M component shifts the field maximum from the axis
of the vertical lightning channel and therefore increases the
probability of sprite triggering at some horizontal distance
from the channel axis. Note that a horizontal displacement
between the ground strike point (reported, for example, by
the NLDN or other similar system) and the effective charge
neutralized by lightning (estimated, for example, using a
network of field mills) was observed [e.g., Jacobson and
Krider, 1976] for negative lightning. However, to the best of
our knowledge, a similar displacement between channel and
charge for positive lightning, which could also explain the
lateral displacement between sprites and return stroke chan-
nels, has not been reported in the literature.

4. Influence of Conductivity of the Atmosphere

[22] We used the following equation [Mareev et al., 2006]
in calculating the vertical component of electric field of an
M component superimposed on background continuing

current with the conductivity of the atmosphere taken into
account:

@E

@t
þ s E; zð Þ

e0
E ¼ @Eex

@t
; ð13Þ

where Eex =
1

4pe0
P
z3
is the external dipole field, P = 2hIt + deff

is the full dipole moment, h is the mean height of the region,
in which the electric charge transferred by the lightning
current is distributed. In the expression for P, the first term
describes the growth of the dipole moment of the
background continuing current, while the second term is
the contribution from the perturbation caused by the M
component. Application of equation (13) to the continuing
current only (without M components) has been justified by
Mareev et al. [2006] (see also Pasko et al. [1997] for
comparison). Equation (13) is convenient, because at times
that are sufficiently small it gives the dipole field in the
vicinity of the source. It should be noted however that it is
an approximate equation that ignores the horizontal
components of electric field.
[23] It is clear from equation (13) that the conducting

medium causes the field relaxation with the characteristic
time, e0/s (E, z), depending on the electric field magnitude.
Such a nonlinear effect caused by the collision frequency
change due to heating of electrons is pronounced at heights
of the lower ionosphere for lightning currents of the order of
1 kA. Focusing on the search for breakdown conditions, we
will disregard below the change in conductivity due to
electron density perturbation, assuming that near the break-
down threshold the ionization did not have enough time to
develop. We used in field calculations a conductivity profile
experimentally obtained during night conditions [Holzworth
et al., 1985] (see Appendix A for details). The M compo-
nent velocity is assumed to be equal 0.1c (c is the speed of
the light in vacuum). The charge source height h is assumed
to be 5 km. We assume that the lightning discharge (return
stroke followed by continuing current) lasts for 10 ms, and
then field relaxation takes place. The charge transferred by

Figure 3. Field-maximum angle as a function of para-
meter a.

Figure 4. Radial distributions of the total electric field
(squared, normalized to the magnitude of the dipole field
P/(4pe0z

3)) at a height of 75 km for different values of
parameter a.
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the microsecond-scale current pulse of the return stroke is
neglected in these calculations of the dipole moment for
simplicity. M component starts 7 ms after the beginning of
the continuing current stage.
[24] The variation of the electric field as a function of

time at several altitudes is presented in Figure 5 (for I =
10 kA, I0 = 35 kA, which corresponds to M component
current peak of 23 kA) and in Figure 6 (for I = 1 kA, I0 =
3.5 kA). Solid curve corresponds to continuing current with
M component and dashed curve to continuing current only.
One can see an abrupt increase in the electric field due to the
M component and, after 10 ms, the field relaxation with the
characteristic decay time decreasing with altitude.
[25] Of interest are the maxima in the field at sufficiently

large altitudes which reflect the relation between the relax-
ation time and characteristic time of M component field
growth. At large altitudes, relatively fast increase in current
due to M component leads to a considerable field growth,
but the latter is soon followed by exponential field relaxa-
tion. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate also the role of heating,
because for higher currents the heating leads to a decrease in
the mean conductivity above the cloud and therefore to
more effective field penetration to greater altitudes.
[26] It follows from Figure 5b that because of sufficiently

high values of the electric field, the conductivity at the
height of 75 km (which is important for sprite initiation)
decreases as a result of the electron heating and only slightly
influences the electric field. In contrast, for smaller values
of current (see Figure 6b) the influence of conductivity is
substantial. The growth of electric field at the continuing
current stage is saturated. The electric field of the M
component does not have enough time for relaxation
because of the fast growth of the effective dipole moment,
which gives an additional contribution to the field growth:
the field increases more than twofold relative to the con-
tinuing current stage value. This effect is purely dynamic and
cannot be explained in the framework of simple electrostatic
approximations. At the end of the M component, the
effective dipole moment is almost constant, which leads to
the relaxation of the electric field to a stationary value,
determined by the background continuing current process.
Figure 6c describes similar processes for very small relax-
ation times, so that the field is saturated rapidly at the
continuing current stage, while the occurrence of M compo-
nent increases the electric field by more than a factor of 7.
[27] The vertical profiles of electric field for three time

instances: 7 ms (the time of M component onset), 7.5 ms
(approximately the time of effective dipole moment estab-
lishment), and 8 ms, are presented in Figures 7 and 8 for
two values of maximum M component current and back-
ground continuing current (relatively high and relatively
low, respectively). These field profiles are to be compared
with the critical field for electrical breakdown, which
depends on the particular mechanism, with a discussion of
possible mechanisms being outside the scope of this paper.
However, regardless of the mechanism, critical breakdown
field should decrease with altitude in accordance with the
neutral gas density N(z). In this paper, for illustrative
purposes, we use the following model curves in Figure 7:
8 10�15 N(z), relativistic breakdown field; 1.7 10�14 N(z),
minimum field required for propagation of positive
streamers; 5  10�14 N(z), minimum field required for

Figure 5. Electric field as a function of time at altitudes
(a) 70, (b) 75, and (c) 80 km; continuing current magnitude
is 10 kA, and M component current peak is 23 kA. Curve 1
is continuing current with M component, and curve 2 is
continuing current only.
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propagation of negative streamers; and 1.2  10�13 N(z),
field at which the ionization rate exceeds attachment rate
[see, e.g., Pasko, 2006]. Note that the fields are in V/m, if
the electron density N(z) is in cm�3. It appears that a 23-kA
M component (see Figure 7) has a potential to produce
electrical breakdown at high altitudes. A 2.3-kA M compo-
nent (see Figure 8) is unlikely to produce sprites.

5. Summary

[28] In spite of significant progress in observations and
modeling of transient luminous events (sprites, elves, and
sprite halos) in the middle atmosphere, a number of ques-
tions remain unanswered and warrant additional research. In
particular, a more adequate description of lightning dis-
charge and electric charge distribution in the thundercloud
prior to transient luminous events is needed. In the present
paper, a simple model is suggested that allows analytical
estimations for the electrostatic, induction, and radiation
field perturbations above the cloud due to an M component
superimposed on continuing current. Various features of
spatial distribution of the electric field are examined. In
order to take into account the effects of conducting atmo-
sphere on electric fields, numerical calculations have been
performed using an experimentally observed night atmo-
sphere conductivity profile. It is found that the field max-
imum due to transient contribution from M component
corresponds to a certain angle, depending on parameter

a = z2�d
Pc2

, where z is the altitude, �d is the second-order

derivative of the dipole moment, P is the full dipole moment
of the lightning current, and c is the speed of light in

Figure 6. Electric field as a function of time at altitudes
(a) 70, (b) 75, and (c) 80 km; continuing current magnitude
is 1 kA, and M component current peak is 2.3 kA. Curve 1
is continuing current with M component, and curve 2 is
continuing current only.

Figure 7. Electric field as a function of altitude at time
instants, 7, 7.5, and 8 ms; continuing current magnitude is
equal to 10 kA, and maximum of M component current is
23 kA. Dash-dotted curves correspond to the critical fields
(top to bottom) 8  10�15 N(z), relativistic breakdown field;
1.7  10�14 N(z), minimum field required for propagation
of positive streamers; 5  10�14 N(z), minimum field
required for propagation of negative streamers; and 1.2 
10�13N(z), field at which the ionization rate exceeds
attachment rate.
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vacuum. It is concluded that M components have the
potential to initiate transient luminous events during the
continuing current stage. Since M components follow return
strokes after a time interval of a few milliseconds or more,
they may be primary producers of so-called delayed sprites.
In our opinion, observed features of the spatial and temporal
behavior of delayed sprites and sprite halos should be
analyzed taking into account lightning M components. In
the case of sufficiently small critical fields, M components
in negative flashes (that are more numerous than return
strokes) can also contribute to excitation of transient lumi-
nous events in the middle atmosphere.

Appendix A: Electron Heating and Its Effect
on Conductivity of the Atmosphere

[29] To estimate the change of conductivity due to electron
heating in the field, we consider the following expression:

s ¼ e2N

mne Teð Þ :

[30] For estimation of electron heating one can use the
equation for the electron temperature Te written in the form
[Gurevich, 1978]

dTe

dt
¼ 2

3

e2

m

E2

ne
� d Teð Þne Teð Þ T � Teð Þ; ðA1Þ

where d is the fraction of electron energy lost per collision,
ne is the frequency of electron collisions, m is the mass of
electron, T is the background electron temperature, and the
magnetic field is neglected. If the characteristic time of the
electric field change is large compared to the time of
electron heating t � (dne )�1, equation (A1) is reduced to
the corresponding quasi-stationary equation:

E

Ep

� �2 n2e Tð Þd Tð Þ
n2e Teð Þd Teð Þ ¼

Te

T
� 1: ðA2Þ

[31] Here Ep =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3d Tð Þn2e Tð ÞmT= 2e2ð Þ

p
is the character-

istic plasma field. It follows from equation (A2) that
electrons are weakly heated if E � Ep, while in the case
of E 	 Ep the electron temperature grows substantially.
Using the dependence d (Te) and the expression ne = 1.84 
109 (Nm/10

17 cm�3) (Te/10
3 K)

5
6

s�1 that is valid for electron
temperature of the order of 1 eV [Borisov et al., 1986]
(where the temperature is measured in K and the air density
Nm in cm�3), one can find

E=Ep

� 	3
4 ¼ Te=T ; Te < 10850 K ðA3Þ

E=Ep

� 	3
4 ¼ Te=T exp Te � 10850ð Þ=6500K½ �;Te > 10850 K

ðA4Þ

s ¼ s Tð Þ T

Te

� �5
6

: ðA5Þ

[32] Here, the characteristic temperature values in the
argument of the exponential function are obtained from the
exponential approximation of known dependence d(T) at
high temperatures (seeMareev et al. [2006] for more details).
From the set of equations (A3)–(A5) one can obtain the
dependence s(E). The importance of the effect of conduc-
tivity perturbation by the field of M component is illustrated
in Figure A1. It is seen that the conductivity decreases in the
electric field, and this effect becomes more substantial with
increasing the altitude (up to 75–80 km) because of the fact
that the electric field decreases according to the power law,
while the plasma field decreases exponentially. At higher
altitudes, this effect diminishes because of the influence of
conductivity on the electric field, which because of fast
relaxation does not penetrate into the plasma.

Figure 8. Electric field as a function of altitude at time
instants, 7, 7.5, and 8 ms; continuing current magnitude is
equal to 1 kA, and M component current peak is 2.3 kA.

Figure A1. Variation of conductivity due to electron
heating in the electric field shown in Figure 7 for 8 ms as a
function of height. Curve 1 is conductivity profile perturbed
by electric field, and curve 2 is conductivity profile in the
absence of electric field.
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